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ABSTRACT 
 The validity of music narratives has engendered much debate and research. 
This dissertation traces the development of narratology from its pre-structuralist 
phase to the post-structuralist phase where the discipline went through a narrative turn 
and blossomed into a broad-spectrum expansion that takes the form of 
interdisciplinary narratological studies such as music narratology. By adopting the 
viewpoints of postmodern philosophers and psychologists such as Mikhail M. 
Bakhtin, Ihab Hassan, Jean-François Lyotard, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and Carl Jung, 
we develop a cognitive narratological theory for postmodern music that is veracious 
both epistemologically and philosophically.  
We analyze formally and contextually four concertos by Alfred Schnittke, one 
of the pioneers of polystylism, and discuss individual polystylistic and postmodern 
characteristics evinced in the musical texts. We then provide a brief narratological 
reading of each concerto. We believe a theory of music narrative completes the 
aforementioned three-part comprehensive analysis of a musical work and is required 
for the full understanding and appreciation of any musical work of art. 
 
 
 
Keywords: Alfred Schnittke, musical narrative, narrativity, polystylism, 
postmodernism, cognitive narratology, carnivalization, indeterminacy, immanence, 
irony, paralogy, Byron Almén, Mikhail M. Bakhtin, Ihab Hassan, Jean-François 
Lyotard, Maurice Merleau-Ponty,  Carl Jung, Double Concerto for Oboe, Harp, and 
String Orchestra (1971), Concerto for Piano and Strings (1979), Concerto Grosso 
No.3 (1985), Concerto for Three (1994). 
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CHAPTER 1 
 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose and Procedures 
Music narrative, when seen as a mimesis of physical or emotional event 
sequences, is frequently dismissed on the basis that it lacks a discursive distance between 
the narrator and the events narrated. Because of its lack of referential meaning, music 
narrative communicates by becoming a sonic embodiment of the series of phenomenal 
objects it expresses and thereby creates an immediacy that frustrates the requisite 
discursive space of temporal genres.1  
Citing musical signs’ lack of propositional content and inability to predicate, 
critics challenge the autonomy of plot-driven music narrative. They regard music 
                                                 
1Carolyn Abbate, Unsung Voices: Opera and Musical Narrative in the Nineteenth Century (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1991), 26-7. The concept of discursive space originated from Mikhail 
Bakhtin’s discussion of discursive distance in the essay “Discourse in the Novel.” It refers to the distance 
between the voice of the author of a literary work and the voice of the characters within the work. It is 
closely related to the ideas of heteroglossia and double-voiced discourse. In his book The Composer’s 
Voice, musicologist Edward Cone adapted Bakhtin’s idea in reference to the voice of the composer and 
narrating voices in a musical discourse. Carolyn Abbate and Jean-Jacques Nattiez derived their individual 
arguments against music narrative from a further development of Cone’s adaptation. See Mikhail 
Mikhaylovich Bahktin, “Discourse in the Novel,” in The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays, translated by 
C. Emerson and M. Holquist, edited by M. Holquist (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1981), 259-422,  
Edward T. Cone, The Composer’s Voice (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), Abbate, Unsung 
Voices, and Jean-Jacques Nattiez, “Can One Speak of Narrativity in Music?” Journal of the Royal Musical 
Association, 115/2 (1990): 240-57. 
   In narratology, the teller (the narrator) recounts to the audience (the narratee) a story (the narrated) 
through a discourse (a narration of events/ narrative). In literary discourse, the author and the narrator are 
distinct entities. Likewise, the story is distinguished from the discourse. Abbate criticizes music narrative 
for obliterating the distinction between the narrator and the narrated as they become one and the same. 
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narrative as no more than a metaphor that owes its existence to narrative archetypes and 
literary narrative forms.2  
This study examines the viability of music narrative as an autonomous entity in 
the context of Alfred Schnittke’s music. Further, by way of analyzing four of Schnittke’s 
musical works, it brings to light features of postmodernism in Schnittke’s polystylistic 
music, and the effect of otherness (as expressed by Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism and 
Lyotard’s theory of paralogy) on Schnittke’s manner of narration and our understanding 
of his music.3 
 
1.2 Life and Works 
 
During his life, Alfred Garyevich Schnittke (November 24, 1934 – August 3, 
1998) had to surmount three circumstantial afflictions: the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics’ totalitarian regime, his Jewish-German ancestry, and ill health.  
The Soviet Union’s state ideology took the country through a series of Five-Year 
plans from 1928 until its dissolution in 1991. The goal of the first Five-Year Plan was to 
bring the country’s economy up to par with that of Western capitalist countries through 
industrialization. The introduction of agricultural collectivization under this plan brought 
about a reduction in monetary incentives for farmers which in turn led to a large-scale 
labor migration to the industrial regions and the resultant severe decrease in agricultural 
production. Despite the tumultuous economic hardship, grain exports to Western Europe 
                                                 
2Abbate, Unsung Voices, x-xiii; 10-29 and Nattiez, “Narrativity,” 240-57.  
3Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics, edited and translated by Caryl Emerson (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1998) and “Discourse in the Novel”; Jean-François Lyotard, The 
Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, translated by Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi, with 
a foreword by Fredric Jameson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1979), 60-7. 
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never abated as the Central Committee planned to direct revenue from grain exports 
toward the funding of its industrialization program. As a result of collectivization and the 
government’s requisition of all grain production, the Ukraine, the Volga region, North 
Caucasus, and Kazakhstan came under the grip of a withering famine from 1931 to 
1934.4 Conservative estimates put the death toll between 7.2 to 8.1 million. The country’s 
agricultural sector never recovered until after the Second World War.5 
In 1934, Stalin addressed the Seventeenth Congress of Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union as follows: 
Whereas at the Fifteenth Congress we were still having to argue for the 
correctness of the Party line, and to do battle with certain anti-Leninist groups, 
and at the Sixteenth Congress finish off the last adherents of those groups, at this 
Congress . . . there is no one to fight. . . . Everybody sees that the Party line is 
victorious, the policy of industrialization is victorious . . . the policy of liquidation 
of the kulaks, and total collectivization is victorious. . . . Our country’s experience 
has shown that the victory of socialism in a single country is perfectly possible.6 
There is some element of truth in the speech: Stalin had instilled so much fear into the 
heart of the Party and populace that there were no opposition parties or voices to speak of. 
Through the Great Purge, Stalin consolidated his power by removing millions of 
potential adversaries, anti-revolutionaries, dissident party members, ethnic minorities, 
peasants, professionals, and intelligentsia, mostly under the label of “enemies of the 
people.” The prevailing social system shifted from one-party dictatorship to Stalinist 
despotism.7  
                                                 
4Edvard Radzinsky, Stalin: The First In-Depth Biography Based on Explosive New Documents from 
Russia’s Secret Archives, trans. H. T. Willetts (New York: Anchor Books, 1997),  256-9.  
5Michael Ellman, “A Note on the number of 1933 Famine Victims,” Soviet Studies 43/2 (1991): 379. Noted 
British historian Robert Conquest put the figure at 14.5 million in his book The Harvest of Sorrow: Soviet 
Collectivization and the Terror-Famine (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press in association with the 
Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1986), 301. 
6Radzinsky, Stalin, 305, quoting Joseph Stalin’s official report to the Seventeenth Congress.  
7According to Michael Ellman in “Stalin and the Soviet Famine of 1932-33 Revisited,” Europe Asia 
Studies 59/4 (2007): 676-7, during the Soviet famine and the few years following, Stalin pursued a multi-
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It was during this especially impoverished and repressive period of Stalinism that 
Schnittke was born in the city of Engels, the capital of the Volga German Autonomous 
Soviet Socialist Republic (Volga German ASSR), to an Austrian-Jewish father and a 
Volga German mother. His ancestry would prove to present many an ordeal for the 
family during Schnittke’s early years.  
From 1934 until it joined the Second World War in the beginning of 1941, the 
Soviet Union went through extreme economic, social, and political instabilities. 
Culturally, artists of all media were to adhere strictly to the ideology of socialist realism.8  
Formulated in October 1932, socialist realism prescribes a work of art to not only reflect 
Soviet life as it is, but also to present a vision of the future as life would become under 
the leadership of the Party.9 
The Soviet leaders fully recognized the power of propaganda inherent in art. 
Literature and other forms of artistic expression like film, music, and painting all became 
apotheoses of Stalin, the State, and the Party.  Individualistic, modern, politically satirical, 
and religious works of art, as well as those that did not embrace the optimistic socialist 
realist directives, were condemned as counter-revolutionary or “formalistic” and met 
eventually with the inevitable fate of censure and censorship.10 
                                                                                                                                                 
pronged repressive regime against the USSR population. It included judicial repression, prosecutions by 
the OGPU (Ob'edinennoe Gosudarstvennoe Politicheskoe Upravlenie. Translated as the All-Union State 
Political Administration. Also known as the State Political Directorate.), deportations, forceful 
requisition of scarce grain production, and willful starvation.  
8Soviet culture during this time bore the responsibility of reconstructing the new Soviet man. Lenin 
believed the human brain to be an electromechanical device that can be conditioned by external stimuli.  
Artists were expected to assume the role of engineers and reform the proletariat workers by conveying to 
them the heroic promises of the Communist party in a manner to which the workers would be able to 
relate and understand. See Orlando Figes, Natasha’s Dance: A Cultural History of Russia (New York: 
Picador, 2002), 446-7.  
9Figes, Natasha’s Dance, 474.  
10During the Soviet period, the term “formalism” was used to describe any work of art that was inaccessible 
to the masses. A formalist piece of art is considered elitist, emphasizing form at the expense of 
intelligibility and fulfillment of its socialist realist function. Lenin’s thought on art and its proper relation 
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Although Schnittke’s parents recognized early his aptitude for music, they lacked 
the musical background and financial means to provide him with any formal training.  
The only channel to music open to Schnittke during his formative years was the radio.11 
However, like all other mass media, radio broadcast was part of the Party’s propaganda 
machine and so was tightly controlled.  
In June of 1941, Nazi Germany reneged on the non-aggression pact with the 
Soviet Union and launched Operation Barbarossa, a massive surprise attack on the Soviet 
border with the ultimate objective of occupying Russia from Archangel to Volga, 
crushing its military power, and appropriating Soviet resources. To prevent the fifth 
column from collaborating with the German invaders, Stalin promulgated the Decree of 
Banishment. The Volga German ASSR (Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic) was 
abolished and all Volga Germans were deported to Siberia and Kazakhstan.12 Fortunately, 
Schnittke’s father was able to prove that he was Jewish and the family escaped such fate 
as befell other ethnic Germans. However, the invading Nazi Germany intended to 
demolish Jewish Bolshevism by annihilating communists and the Soviet Jewry. By most 
accounts, the Eastern Front of World War II (also known as the Nazi-Soviet War, the 
                                                                                                                                                 
to the people is well-known: “Art belongs to the people. It must have its deepest roots in the broad mass 
of workers. It must be understood and loved by them. It must be rooted in and grow with their feelings, 
thoughts, and desires. It must arouse and develop the artist in them. Are we to give cake and sugar to a 
minority when the mass of workers and peasants still lack black bread?” (See Klara Zetkin, 
Reminiscences of Lenin: Dealing with Lenin’s Views on the Position of Women and Other Questions 
[London: Modern Books, 1929], 14) However, it was misinterpreted by Stalin bureaucracy to imply that 
the onus was on the artist to make his art understood and loved by the masses instead of educating and 
cultivating the masses to appreciate high art. An elucidation on the apparent contradiction that Lenin, an 
avid lover of art music, would persecute composers for being formalistic is provided by Marina Frolova-
Walker, review of The Soviet Proletarian Music Movement, by Neil Edmunds, Notes Second Series 58/2 
(2001): 362-4. 
11Alexander Ivashkin, Alfred Schnittke (London: Phaidon Press, 1996), 22-3. To date, this is the only 
biography of Schnittke available in English. 
12Harrison E. Salisbury, The 900 Days: The Siege of Leningrad (New York: Da Capo Press, 1985), 92-3; 
Ingeborg Fleischhauer and Benjamin Pinkus, The Soviet Germans: Past and Present (London: C. Hurst 
& Co. Publishers, 1986), 66-91. 
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Eastern Campaign, the Russian Campaign, and the Great Patriotic War) saw the most 
ferocious and brutal confrontation. It was not only a territorial conflict, but also a clash 
between two extremist ideologies: Fascism and Communism, an enmity between the 
“superior” Aryan race and the supposedly “inferior” Slavic race. The Nazi-Soviet War, 
often referred to as the War of Extermination, had both sides fight under their respective 
highest commanders who bore no regard for human life. History would document more 
than thirty million casualties, most of them civilians. By November of 1942, the Nazi-
German army had advanced to within 30 kilometers of Moscow, besieged Leningrad, and 
reached the Volga city of Stalingrad. When mass executions became routine behind the 
Nazi frontline, the Schnittkes’ life in Engels, 319 kilometers north of Stalingrad, must 
have seemed precarious and dire.  
At the end of the war, Schnittke’s father worked for a Soviet paper published for 
Austrians by the Russian occupying forces. This enabled the family to stay in Vienna for 
a two-year period from 1946 to 1948. It was during this time that Schnittke first learned 
how to play the piano and read music. It also provided him with the opportunity to attend 
many concerts and operatic performances. 
When Schnittke returned to the Soviet Union in the summer of 1948, anti-
Semitism had resurfaced. There were expansive persecution, suppression, and campaigns 
against Soviet Jews, widely known as the rootless cosmopolitans, during the years 1948-
53.  
Later, Schnittke explained that while the polystylistic element in his compositions 
from the 1960s to 1980s can be attributed to the cultural clashes he experienced during 
his early years, the Classical allusions, quotations, and idioms found in his later music 
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were a compensation of sorts for what he had missed growing up.13  Schnittke entered the 
Moscow Conservatory and studied under composer Evgeny Golubev in 1953, the same 
year that Stalin died. Though not a prominent composer himself, Golubev impressed on 
Schnittke the importance of narrative and naturalness in musical discourse. These 
properties were directly antithetical to Schnittke’s then predilection for dynamical 
contrasts. Yet it became apparent that Golubev’s influence was long-lasting. Its 
manifestation can be seen in Schnittke’s early polystylistic works for film collage where 
Schnittke switched seamlessly between different musical styles to accompany the stream-
of-consciousness narratives.14  
Except for a brief cultural thaw (1958-64), Soviet music culture was shielded 
from Western influences by the impenetrable Iron Curtain. For decades, Schnittke and 
fellow Soviet musicians had no access to Western music publications and performances. 
In addition, there was great pressure from the Composers’ Union, headed by Tikhon 
Nikolayevich Khrennikov, to conform to socialist realism and become an “official” 
composer. When Schnittke resisted, he was blacklisted and suffered harsh censure until 
Mikhail Gorbachev ushered in Glasnost as part of the economic restructuring program, 
perestroika, in 1985.15  
                                                 
13Ivashkin, Alfred Schnittke, 52.  
14Ibid., 60, 110. 
15Tikhon Khrennikov acted as the Secretary General of the Composers’ Union for forty-three years. 
Ivashkin portrayed him as Schnittke’s nemesis who acted out of jealousy to impede Schnittke’s success. 
In fact, Khrennikov was himself an accomplished composer and active concert pianist who once studied 
composition with the prominent composer Vissarion Shebalin, head of the Moscow Conservatory. He 
also studied piano with the famous pianist and pedagogue Heinrich Neuhaus, teacher to a generation of 
famous Soviet pianists, including Emil Gilels, Radu Lupu, and Sviatoslav Richter. Before his 
appointment to the Composers’ Union in 1948, Khrennikov was awarded the prestigious Stalin Prize in 
1941. As head of the Composers’ Union, he supported Shostakovich (1950, 1952) and Prokofiev 
(1951)’s award of the Stalin Prize.  
Glasnost is the Russian term for openness. As a policy, it encourages maximal publicity and 
transparency in all levels of government and allows for freedom of dissent. Under Glasnost (1985-91), 
there was relaxation of censorship and greater freedom of information. 
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In order to subsidize his meager income as an instructor in instrumentation in the 
Moscow Conservatory (1962-72), Schnittke began composing incidental music for films, 
cartoons, and documentaries in 1962. The genre would turn out to represent two-thirds of 
his oeuvre. It also acted as Schnittke’s experimental platform, one that the Composers’ 
Union and Ministry of Culture denied him in the realm of serious music.16 In fact, 
Schnittke’s incidental music was fondly received by the film industry from the very 
beginning when success and public recognition in the serious music domain lagged far 
behind. It was not until 1974 that Schnittke broke from obscurity with the première of his 
Symphony No.1(1972), which received wide publicity.  
In the following twelve years (1974-86), despite continual repression and 
difficulties presented by the Ministry of Culture and Composers’ Union, Schnittke’s 
reputation continued to grow as his music was introduced to the worldwide audience by 
renowned Soviet musicians such as violinist Gidon Kremer.  
At a time in his life when Schnittke seemed to have freed himself largely from the 
stranglehold of the totalitarian regime, he became a prisoner of his own physical health. 
In addition to hereditary high blood pressure, in his thirties Schnittke began experiencing 
frequent migraines. Then in 1985, a massive brain hemorrhage put him into a coma 
during which leading neurosurgeons pronounced him clinically dead three times.17 
Although Schnittke recovered from this ordeal, three subsequent strokes followed and 
curtailed increasingly his ability to compose. Schnittke died from a fifth and final stroke 
in August, 1998.   
 
                                                 
16Ivashkin, Alfred Schnittke, 106.  
17Ibid., 130-1, 172, and 189-90. 
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1.2.1 Alfred Schnittke’s Music and Postmodernism 
 
Musicologist Valentina N. Kholopova mentions a tripartite division of Schnittke’s 
oeuvre with which the composer concurred. According to Kholopova’s description, 
Schnittke’s output can be categorized by the “black,” “grey,” and “white” periods.  The 
“black” works represent those that Schnittke repudiates and include pieces completed 
prior to 1966. The “grey” works, which Schnittke accepts with reluctance, include those 
composed between 1966 and the mid-1970s. And the “white” works which Schnittke 
deems his quintessentially mature works include compositions from the mid-1970s 
onward.18  
Considering the fact that Schnittke conceived the idea of stylistic hybrids in the 
late 1960s and, over the course of the next several years, developed, perfected, and 
incorporated the concept into his polystylistic method, we can speculate that Kholopova’s 
tripartite classification is directly related to the developmental stages of Schnittke’s 
polystylistic method.19 If our assumption is accurate, then based on Schnittke’s approval 
of Kholopova’s classification we can further deduce that Schnittke identifies the quality 
of his work with the maturity of polystylistic procedures used. In other words, Schnittke 
regards his creative work as quintessential polystylism. 
Schnittke describes his polystylistic method as an expansion of dimension 
(Dimensionserweiterung).20 Through quotation and allusion, his discursive practice links 
the past to the present and combines high art with mass culture. The resultant musical 
                                                 
18Valentina N. Kholopova, Kompozitor Al’fred Shnitke, (Chelyabinsk, Russia: Arkaim, 2003), 31; quoted 
in Peter J. Schmelz, Such Freedom, If Only Musical (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 233-4. 
19According to Peter J. Schmelz, who based his argument on some Schnittke’s letters, the composer came 
to the idea of stylistic hybrids in 1968. See Peter J. Schmelz, “In the Crucible of Polystylism: Schnittke’s 
Correspondence with Pousseur,” Mitteilungen der Paul Sacher Stiftung 24 (2011): 30-4. 
20Ibid., 33. 
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discourse encourages the coexistence and expression of diverse musical styles and 
occupies an expanded musical space that is non-hierarchical. These properties of 
Schnittke’s polystylism not only align with features of postmodernism described by 
literary theorist Ihab Hassan, but also substantiate the postmodern condition as outlined 
in Bakhtin’s theory of dialogism and Lyotard’s theory of paralogy.21 It is for these 
reasons that this study bases its interrogation of issues associated with postmodernism on 
Schnittke’s polystylistic musical texts. 
In this dissertation, four musical works are chosen for analysis:  Double Concerto 
for Oboe, Harp, and Strings (1971), Concerto for Piano and String (1979), Concerto 
Grosso No.3 (1985), and Concerto for Three (1994). The selection is informed by two 
criteria: date of completion and genre. 
With the exception of the Double Concerto for Oboe, Harp, and Strings (1971) 
which comes from the late-grey period, all the other pieces chosen belong to the white 
period. Specifically, both the Concerto for Piano and String (1979) and Concerto Grosso 
No.3 (1985) are completed before the onset of the series of strokes which greatly affected 
Schnittke for more than a decade, and the Concerto for Three (1994) is likely the last 
complete composition of Schnittke’s creative life. It is our hope to gain insight into the 
development of Schnittke’s polystylistic method by choosing works that mark its 
formative years through to its mature expression.  
The concerto is Schnittke’s favorite genre because of its narrative potential. 
Schnittke scholar Alexander Ivashkin believes the soloist’s display of fortitude and 
independence when standing in opposition to the orchestra speaks to Schnittke personally 
                                                 
21Ihab Hassan, “From Postmodernism to Postmodernity: The Local/Global Context,” Philosophy and 
Literature 25/1 (2001): 1-13; idem, “Pluralism in Postmodern Perspective,” Critical Inquiry 12/3 (1986): 
503-20. 
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as it reflects the spirit of individuals under Soviet dictatorship.22 The eighteen concerti 
Schnittke composed throughout his creative life constitute the pool from which we draw 
our musical texts for analysis. Limiting the sampling pool to one genre holds the 
advantage that the analytical results would not be affected by formal or idiomatic 
variances between different genres.  
 
1.3 Organization of Project 
Chapter 2 of our study looks at the development of narratology in general, and 
Byron Almén’s Theory of Musical Narrative in particular. It then takes into consideration 
the philosophical aspect of postmodern music and the metaphysical nature of narratives, 
and proposes a theory of music narrative for postmodern music based on cognitive 
narratology. 
Each of the subsequent four chapters, 3 through 6, focuses on a different 
characteristic of postmodernism in association with Schnittke’s music. Chapter 3 
examines immanence and phenomenological aspects and their manifestation in 
Schnittke’s Double Concerto for Oboe, Harp, and String Orchestra (1971). 
Chapter 4 looks at the concept of indeterminacy and illustrates, through formal 
and textual analyses, its prevalence in Schnittke’s Concerto for Piano and Strings (1979).  
Chapter 5 compares the related notions of borrowing, intertextuality, and 
polystylism. It then traces the genesis of Schnittke’s polystylistic method and describes its 
procedures of implementation. By delineating various compositional devices found in 
Concerto Grosso No.3 (1985), the analysis demonstrates Schnittke’s individualistic way 
                                                 
22Ivashkin, Alfred Schnittke, 168. 
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of employing direct quotation, allusion, and adaptation in integrating diverse and 
dichotomous elements into his musical discourse.   
Chapter 6 introduces the postmodern phenomena of irony, paralogy, and 
carnivalization, and discusses their presence in the context of Schnittke’s Concerto for 
Three (1994). 
Chapter 7 steps back from the series of issues explored in Chapters 3-6 and adopts 
a broader perspective by presenting a philosophical outlook on postmodern music based 
on views expressed earlier by Bakhtin, Hassan, Jung, Lyotard, and Merleau-Ponty.  
1.3.1 Notation and Terminology  
Schnittke does not use measure numbers in his music. He employs instead 
rehearsal numbers. He also forgoes opus numbers. In this dissertation, I will refer to 
rehearsal numbers as “Rehearsal {.” Because of the absence of measure numbers, 
rehearsal numbers become the only available and convenient place markers. Therefore, I 
use rehearsal numbers as section numbers instead of as mere indicators of specific points 
in the score. Because normally, measure numbers refer to all the beats within the 
boundaries of a measure, for this study rehearsal numbers will refer to all the measures 
within the boundaries of a rehearsal section. For example, “rehearsal 3” is the section 
delimited by the measure marked “3” through the measure immediately before the one 
marked “4”.   
In the analyses of Schnittke’s polystylistic works, I will use terminologies 
germane to the diversity of musical styles as identified in the music. For example, in 
music sections which are putative allusions to or written in the style of tonal music, 
terminologies pertinent to tonal music will be adopted. That is, intervals will be described 
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with terms like “perfect fifth” and “tritone” instead of “belonging to interval class 5” or 
“belonging to interval class 6.” This practice does not imply, however, that Schnittke’s 
polystylistic music should be construed as being predominantly tonal or, for that matter, 
belonging to any one particular style. My decision to use multiple systems of 
terminologies is based on my conviction that a system of terminologies that belongs 
exclusively to a particular musical style by convention conveys and offers a better 
description of the music concerned than would a more general system of terminologies 
applicable to several musical styles.   
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CHAPTER 2 
A THEORY OF MUSICAL NARRATIVE FOR POSTMODERN MUSIC 
 
2.1 Introduction to Musical Narrative 
2.1.1 A Short Narrative of Narratology 
The discussion that follows is cast as a narrative of the development of 
narratology, which we will apply to postmodern music in general and the music of Alfred 
Schnittke in particular. For this purpose we adopt Gerald Prince’s definition of narrative 
as an entity that “is analyzable as the representation of one (or more than one non-
randomly connected, non-simultaneous, and non-contradictory) transformation of one (or 
more than one) state of affairs, one (or more than one) event which is not logically 
presupposed by the transformed state and/or does not logically entail its transform.”23  
As will become clear, the genesis and evolution of narratology is difficult to 
chronicle. David Herman attributes this difficulty to the “complex interplay of intellectual 
traditions, criticotheoretical movements, and analytic paradigms distributed across 
                                                 
23Gerald Prince, “Surveying Narratology,” in What is Narratology? Questions and Answers Regarding the 
Status of a Theory, ed. Tom Kindt and Hans-Harald Müller (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2003), 5-6. 
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decades, continents, nations, schools of thought, and individual researchers.”24 Instead of 
attempting what might be an insurmountable task of providing a comprehensive account 
of the history of narratology, the following section draws in broad strokes a rough sketch 
of the discipline by highlighting key contributions and transformations without 
necessarily supplying causal or chronological details.  
Narratology, the anglicisation of the French term narratologie coined by 
Tzvetan Todorov in his Grammaire du Décaméron (1969), refers to “une science qui 
n’existe pas encore, … la science du récit.” (a science which does not exist yet, … the 
science of narrative.)25 Todorov belongs to a group of French structuralist theorists 
whose work is influenced strongly by the development of structuralism in the 1950s by 
Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and the newly translated works of Russian 
formalists and philologists like Boris Eikenbaum, Vladimir Propp, Viktor Shklovsky, and 
Boris Tomashevsky. It was during the mid-1960s to early 1970s, around the time of the 
invention of the term narratologie, that the development of what later became known 
variously as French structuralist narratology, classical narratology, or simply 
structuralist narratology, reached its pinnacle before being contested and undermined by 
deconstructionism as introduced by Jacques Derrida, and by the post-structuralist ideas of 
philosophers such as Michel Foucault and Julia Kristeva.  
In fact, the study of narratives began well before the coinage of narratologie or 
the founding of the French structuralist school of narratologists. Discussions of literary 
concepts like mimesis (enactment or imitative representation), diegesis (verbal 
                                                 
24David Herman, “Histories of Narrative Theory (I): A Genealogy of Early Development,” in A Companion 
to Narrative Theory, ed. Tom James Phelan and Peter J. Rabinowitz (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 
2005), 20. 
25Tzvetan Todorov, Grammaire du Décaméron (The Hague: Mouton, 1969), 10. Author’s own translation. 
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description or narration), plot structure, character, style, causation, and unity can be 
found in Plato’s The Republic (360 B.C.) or his student Aristotle’s Poetics (335 B.C.). 
With the exception of Sir Philip Sidney’s An Apology for Poetry (1595) where Sir Sidney 
defended the place of poetry in a puritanical and prudish British society by emphasizing 
its ethical function, scholarship on literary studies turned obscure until the nineteenth 
century. Currently, there exist two different but equally well-accepted accounts to the 
development of narratology. One follows a dual paradigm and the other a three-stage 
schema.26 While geography and ideological traditions are mostly responsible for the 
typology of the dual paradigm, chronology and the degree of infusion of structuralism 
define that of the three-stage schema. The dual paradigm comprises the structuralist 
tradition and Erzähltheorie, the German-speaking research tradition of narrative theory as 
represented by theorists like Käte Friedemann, Robert Petsch, Günther Müller, Wolfgang 
Kayser, Eberhard Lämmert, and Franz Karl Stanzel.27 
2.1.1.1 The Three-Stage Schema: The Pre-Structuralist Phase 
As its name implies, the three-stage schema comprises three phases: the pre-
structuralist, the structuralist, and the post-structuralist. The pre-structuralist phase began 
in the mid-nineteenth century and continued roughly for a century until literary studies 
took on a structuralist bent in the middle of the twentieth century. The pre-structuralist 
period is characterized by its investigation of basic concepts and structural units of 
                                                 
26Anja Cornils and Wilhelm Schernus, “Theory of the Novel, Narrative Theory, and Narratology,” in What 
is Narratology? Questions and Answers Regarding the Status of a Theory, ed. Tom Kindt and Hans-
Harald Müller (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2003), 137-43. 
27Ibid., 140. For the purpose of our discussion, we shall confine ourselves to the delineation provided by the 
three-stage schema because it provides a clearer representation to the background of transmedial and 
transdisciplinary narratology. 
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narratives such as plot, character, distance, and form. Contributions came from three 
general groups: Anglo-American critics, Russian Formalists, and Czech Structuralists.  
2.1.1.1.1 Anglo-American Critics 
At the end of the nineteenth century, literary criticism was rooted predominantly 
in extrinsic referentiality. The adopted approach, be it biographical, psychological, 
historical, sociological, cultural, empirical, or impressionistic, emphasized aspects 
external to the composition and text of the literary work itself. In America, the first 
decade of the twentieth century saw an intensification of this extrinsic trend as literary 
critics led by Irving Babbitt, Paul Elmer More, Norman Foerster, and Stuart Sherman 
followed the humanist approach, intending to bring back the moralistic high ground of 
past civilizations. In Britain, Edward Morgan Forster and Frank Raymond Leavis 
represented two ardent supporters of the humanist approach. In addition to discussing the 
craft of storytelling in his Aspects of the Novel (1927), E. M. Forster drew attention to the 
social injustice and inequality in British society by frequently portraying such themes in 
his novels. Fellow Cambridge scholar F. R. Leavis similarly propounded a correlation 
between the composition of a literary work and the moral quality of its author.28 As 
Leavis sees it, the great authors’ recalcitrant adherence to good form is a reflection of 
their high level of morality. A corollary of such belief is that any work that displays an 
inferior formal structure is a reflection of its author’s poor moral conscience. Henry 
James’s 1884 essay The Art of Fiction, where he argued for a writer’s uttermost creative 
freedom, and the many book reviews and essays where he critiqued fellow novelists 
                                                 
28Michael Bell, “F. R. Leavis,” in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, Vol.7, Modernism and the 
New Criticism, ed. A.Walton Litz, Louis Menand, and Lawrence Rainey  (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), 393. 
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constituted an important body of work for the Anglo-American group. It is widely 
believed that English writer Percy Lubbock’s The Craft of Fiction (1926) achieved 
nothing more than adopting and codifying James’s aesthetics in literary criticism. But as 
Timothy P. Martin points out, the difference between the two critics resides in their 
fundamental conception of the novel and its role. Henry James was a mimetic critic who 
viewed literature not only as a part of life but also a reflection of it, whereas Lubbock saw 
it as an autonomous closed form of art that is life itself.29 In fact, this ideological schism 
epitomizes the then-international narratological scene and its two camps: one that 
espouses literature’s mimetic function and regards it as a means to some cultural, moral, 
social or political end, and the other that sees literature as an art form that is an end in 
itself.  
According to Wilbur Scott, the emergence of New Criticism in the 1920s and, 
later, the Chicago School of literary criticism in the 1930s was a reaction to “the 
Victorian and Neo-humanist emphasis on the moral uses of literature, the academic 
interest in historical and literary tradition and the biography of the author, and willingness 
of impressionists to make of each literary experience an odyssey of the critic’s 
personality. It is also likely there was some reaction against the Marxist’s stress on social 
values, and the psychological stress on the neuroses of writers.”30 Echoing this view, 
Mark Jancovich writes that the theories and methods formulated by the three central 
figures of the New Criticism movement, John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate, and Robert 
Penn Warren, were largely “in opposition to two alternative approaches to literature: neo-
                                                 
29Timothy P. Martin, “Henry James and Percy Lubbock: From Mimesis to Formalism,” Novel: A Forum on 
Fiction 14/1 (1980): 20-9.  
30Wilbur Scott, Five Approaches of Literary Criticism (New York: Collier Books, 1968), 180-1; quoted in 
R. N. Shrivastava, Literary Criticism in Theory and Practice (Delhi, India: Atlantic Publishers and 
Publishing, 2004), 1. 
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humanism and Stalinist Marxism. However, they were also opposed to the emphasis on 
philology, source-hunting, and literary biography which was then dominant within the 
academy.”31  
The New Critics and the Chicago critics were formalists who adopted an intrinsic 
approach and disengaged themselves from all exogenous persuasions on the literary text. 
The New Critics deemed the literary text a self-contained system that finds unity and 
autonomy in its constituent elements and their complex and ever revolving 
interrelationships. It is through these endless structural transformations that the system 
derived its organic nature. To the New Critics, the meaning of literature is expressed 
through its dynamic linguistic form, which is inseparable from the text. Moreover, they 
believe that literary (or aesthetic) discourses should be distinguished from rational (or 
scientific) discourses and assessed accordingly. Unlike rational discourses, literary 
discourses depict neither synopses nor scenarios of reality but embody reality in its 
entirety through their forms. Their value thus lies not on their efficacy in conveying 
meaning but in their unique linguistic forms. Literary theorist William Kurtz Wimsatt, Jr. 
refers to aesthetic discourse as a verbal icon because “it is what it represents; it does not 
simply refer to the complexity and individuality of some external object but rather its 
form is itself an example of such complexity and individuality.”32 For as much 
importance as the New Critics put on linguistic forms, they stressed that there is no ideal 
form, because irony and paradox are naturally born of literary structures whose 
constituent elements are many and their interrelations complex. Form does not contain or 
express the meaning of literary text mechanically through its physical being. Instead, 
                                                 
31Mark Jancovich, “The Southern New Critics,” in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, Vol.7, 204. 
32Jancovich, “The Southern New Critics,” 207. 
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form is regarded as a perpetually changing process through which the meaning of the text 
is derived dynamically.  
The Chicago School of literary criticism sprang up in the 1930s under the 
leadership of Ronald Salmon Crane.33 Although the New Critics and the Chicago critics 
shared the ambition of steering literary criticism away from the influence of extrinsic 
traditions, the Chicago critics resisted New Criticism’s unmitigated incredulity of 
historical scholarship. Instead of an indiscriminate rejection of the entire lore of narrative 
studies the Chicago school, commonly regarded as a splinter group of New Criticism, 
brought in reform through reconstruction and revivification of well-established theories.34 
The main principle and objective of the group, as described by R. S. Crane, was “to 
explore the possibility of a general critique of criticism (defined as any reasoned and 
systematic discourse about the poetic arts and their products) such as might yield 
objective criteria for interpreting the diversities and oppositions among them and for 
judging the comparative merits of rival critical schools.”35 
2.1.1.1.2 Russian Formalists  
The second group of theorists contributing to the pre-structuralist period was 
Russian Formalists who came to prominence in the mid-1910s.36 These literary theorists 
purported to transform literary studies into a science with its own epistemological 
                                                 
33Core members of the Chicago School included William Rea Keast, Richard McKeon, Norman Maclean, 
Elder Olson, and Bernard Weinberg. 
34Shrivastava, Literary Criticism, 2-3. 
35R. S. Crane, Critics and Criticism: Essays in Method (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1957), vi; 
quoted in Shrivastava, Literary Criticism, 5-6. 
36Russian Formalists constituted the Moscow Linguistic Circle and the Petersburg OPOJAZ (the Society 
for the Study of Poetic Language). Its members include Muscovites Osip Brik, Petr Bogatyrev, Roman 
Jakobson, and Grigory Vinokur and St. Petersburgers Boris Eikhenbaum, Viktor Shklovsky, and Yuri 
Tynyanov. 
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protocols that systematically accumulate and organize knowledge regarding literariness, 
the essence of literature, under two guiding principles: 
1.   It must identify as its subject of inquiry not the cultural domains concomitant 
to the literary process but literature itself, or more precisely, those of its 
features that distinguish it from other human activities.  
2.   It must eschew the metaphysical commitments traditionally underlying 
literary theory (whether philosophical, aesthetic or psychological) and 
approach “literary facts” directly, without presuppositions.37  
Although much more general in scope, Russian Formalism’s scientific approach to 
literature precedes Todorov’s 1969 initiative for a science of narrative. It is important to 
point out that despite adopting in their study of literature an autonomous view that 
excluded all extraneous influences, Russian Formalists nevertheless saw literature as a 
mimetic art form that reflects reality.38 Further, the two fundamental epistemological 
principles of Russian Formalism were perhaps the one and only operative conviction that 
united the scholars who came to the literary movement with diverse intellectual and 
ideational frames of reference and methodologies. It is in light of Russian Formalism’s 
heterogeneity both in terms of its theorizing and methodologies and its lack of a 
consensual model that renowned American philosopher of science Thomas Kuhn 
identifies it as an “inter-paradigmatic stage” of literary scholarship rather than an 
aesthetic theory in its own right. Kuhn elaborates thus: “The proliferation of competing 
articulations, the willingness to try anything, the expression of explicit discontent, the 
                                                 
37Peter Steiner, “Russian Formalism,” in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, Vol.8, From 
Formalism to Poststructuralism, ed. Raman Selden (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 16. 
38Ibid., 18. 
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recourse to philosophy and to debate over fundamentals, all these are symptoms of a 
transition from normal to extraordinary research.”39 
2.1.1.1.3 Czech Structuralists 
The “extraordinary research” for which Russian Formalism paved the way was 
Czech Structuralism. This third main group of contributors to narratology’s pre-
structuralist period burgeoned in the 1920s. In its short history, which spanned a little 
more than two decades (1926-48), the Prague Linguistic Circle, also known as the Prague 
School, expanded from its initial five founding members to a linguistic movement 
wherein international scholars found affiliation.40 The large number of Russian members, 
and in particular the presence of former Moscow Linguistic Circle members Jakobson 
and Bogatyrёv, bespeak the precipitous influence of Russian Formalism. In fact the 
influence of Russian Formalism on Prague School doctrine is so prevalent and palpable 
that Russian literature scholar Victor Erlich suggested that Prague Structuralism is no 
more than a restatement of the “basic tenets of Russian Formalism in more judicious and 
rigorous terms.”41 While such a view recognizes the provenance of the Prague School 
ideology, it obliterates Saussurean methodology’s seminal role in the formulation of 
Prague literary theory. In his Cours de linguistique générale (Course in General 
Linguistics, 1916), Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure propounds the notion of 
                                                 
39Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), 42. 
40The Prague School was founded by Vilém Mathesius, Roman Jakobson, Bohuslav Havránek, Bohumil 
Trnka, and Jan Rypka. Notable scholars who identified with the Prague School include Jan Mukařovský, 
Vladimir Skalička, René Wellek, Josef Vachek, Silesian specialist in comparative linguistics Friedrich 
Slotty, and Russian linguists Nikolaj Sergeevič Trubeckoj, Sergej Josifovič Karcevskij, Petr Bogatyrёv, 
and Dmitri Chizhevsky.   
41Victor Erlich, “Russian Formalism,” in Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics: Enlarged Edition, 
ed. A. Preminger (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), 727; quoted in Peter Steiner, “Russian 
Formalism,” in The Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, Vol.8, 15. 
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understanding language as an interconnected semiotic system. The Prague school adopted 
Saussure’s idea in literary analysis whereby the meaning of text is derived from the 
interrelations among different semiotic elements in the literary structure. Similar to 
Russian Formalists’ aesthetics, Prague structuralists believed in the autonomy of 
literature in which the value of literary works is free from the influence of elements 
extrinsic to the independent literary structures. At the same time, however, literary art is 
seen as an individual aesthetic structure that constitutes the totality of human culture 
alongside music, cinema, theatre, visual arts, architecture, and the like. As such, it reflects 
reality through its unique semiotic system and mode of signification. It is imperative to 
mention that Prague structuralism exists as the first interdisciplinary literary theory and 
harbinger of subsequent cross-domain approaches whereby narratives are believed to be 
the underlying structures to other communicative arts and activities.  
2.1.1.2 The Three-Stage Schema: The Structuralist Phase 
The middle structuralist period of the tripartite model of narratology development 
began in the 1960s and lasted until the 1980s. During this period, an ideological shift 
came to pass from pre-structuralist’s focus on content to one that concentrated on the 
process. Structuralist narratologists bore a strong sympathy for the rule-governed 
inclinations of structuralism. Their main objectives were the formulation of universal 
analytical methodologies and the systematization of a common underlying structure and 
functional syntax for narratives.42  
                                                 
42Seminal contributions in this early developmental phase of narratology include Roland Barthes’s strong 
advocation for interdisciplinary approaches to narrative analysis, his examination of the limit of 
structural analysis, his proposal for plurality of textual interpretation as exemplified in S/Z (1970), 
Claude Brémond and Tzvetan Todorov’s individual proposals of a grammar for narratives in La Logique 
du Récit (1973) and Grammaire du Décaméron (1969) respectively, Gérard Genette’s exploration of the 
